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Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) enhances the performance of 
modern transportation systems by improving the reliability of travel times and 
reducing the risk of collisions and injuries. Recently, many public agencies 
have expressed a need for an ITS asset management system that will 
effectively and efficiently meet their requirements of managing associated 
resources, which often includes technologically sophisticated devices, 
computer hardware and software, and communications infrastructure. To 
address this need, the author evaluated different asset management systems 
for their potential efficacy to support public agencies requirements for an ITS 
asset management system.   These requirements were identified through a 
nationwide survey of public agencies. This thesis included an evaluation of 
NexusWorx, a customized ITS asset management system along with the 
Enterprise Based GIS and Microsoft Access, based on a case study conducted 
on a selected site in Spartanburg, South Carolina. Multi-attribute utility analysis 
was performed to identify the relative utility of these three potential ITS asset 
management system. The capabilities of three systems were evaluated based 
on their performance and finally, a comprehensive evaluation was performed 
considering system capabilities and costs. The multi-attribute utility analysis 
revealed that Enterprise based GIS received the highest rating in terms of 
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system capability. In the comprehensive evaluation, Nexusworx and Enterprise 
based GIS have received similar utility. This study concludes that if an agency 
has an Enterprise based GIS system, it would be effective to use ITS asset 
management on top of its existing system. If any agency does not have 
Enterprise based GIS system, they can either adopt a customized ITS asset 
management system or they might consider to develop an Enterprise based 
GIS supported asset management system for ITS, which will eventually be 
useful for managing other assets as well. House of Quality (HQ) analysis was 
performed as another evaluation method that visually demonstrated similar 
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1. CHAPTER: INTRODUCTION 
 
 1.1 BACKGROUND 
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) enhances the performance of 
modern transportation systems through improved reliability in travel times and 
in the reduction of the risk of collisions and injuries. Indeed the recent 
expansion of ITS infrastructure has attracted the attention of public agencies 
wishing to purchase systems for ITS asset management. ITS asset 
management differs from traditional asset management applications in its 
features and characteristics, specifically with the inclusion of electronic devices 
and communication systems. The general transportation asset management 
(TAM) comprises the traditional components of assets for transportation such 
as highways, pavements, bridges, etc. The decades old TAM plan currently in 
use by public agencies is not entirely applicable for the ITS asset 
management. Therefore, according to Small (2000), there is a need for a 
customized asset management system that can serve ITS operations and 
maintenance and can be integrated with other asset management systems 
(e.g. integration of road and bridge asset management). Many agencies have 
been proactive in identifying or adopting an effective asset management 
system that will accommodate existing infrastructure and manage their 
planned ITS infrastructure expansion. 
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1.1.1 Asset Management in Transportation 
The present transportation network has a great responsibility to reduce 
congestion, cater to the increased need resulting from increased vehicle miles 
of travel and the increased rate of demand for the facilities. Such a road 
network infrastructure encompassing roadside elements, control devices, 
lights, etc. requires proper maintenance and management. Consequently, such 
an extensive transportation asset network requires forward looking 
management policies to not only adequately manage these assets, but to 
reduce the overall life-cycle cost for operation and maintenance.  
Transportation Asset Management (TAM) is one of the major challenges 
for the transportation agencies.  According to the American Association of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Subcommittee on Asset 
Management, "Transportation asset management is a strategic and systematic 
process of operating, maintaining, upgrading, and expanding physical assets 
effectively through their life cycle. It focuses on business and engineering 
practices for resource allocation and utilization, with the objective of better 
decision making based upon quality information and well defined objectives" 
(NCHRP, 2002). This definition of TAM highlights the purpose of this system 
as focusing all aspects of traditional asset management systems into a single 
methodology, and also addresses the integration between decision makers 
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and practitioners. TAM requires an integrated approach among all 
stakeholders to make the best use of existing traffic management assets.  
An Asset Management Primer, developed by the FHWA in 1999, 
described the characteristics of a transportation asset management as a 
systematic, fact-based, and reproducible decision-making approach for 
analyzing the tradeoffs between investments and improvement decisions at the 
system and project levels. Figure 1.1 shows the generic asset management 
components that can be the initial point for any TAM. This matrices also 
supports both the decision making process at various project levels and the 
budget allocation process.   
 
Figure 1.1 System Components for Transportation Asset Management 




The TAM assists in sustaining the present operational and maintenance 
demands while the practitioners and decision makers plan for supporting future 
demand at a minimal cost. Consequently, TAM, with its broad-based and 
flexible design, should be applied during every step of the planning process as 
it enables decision makers to frame their decision making so as to best 
allocate specific resources at different sectors of transportation infrastructure. 
The TAM during the planning process has the potential to maximize the 
performance of the transportation systems, minimize the overall life cycle costs 
of the infrastructures, provide cost effective and efficient decision making, 
generate better use of existing transportation facilities and allocate facilities to 
meet future needs.  
1.1.2 Asset Management in ITS 
ITS constructed modern transportation systems perform proficiently in 
many facets including the applications for incident management, collision 
avoidance and traveler information systems. ITS is a relatively new concept in 
transportation and there is no nationwide standard for ITS asset management. 
Though the general asset management procedure for transportation systems 
can be followed to some extent for the ITS facilities, some elements require 
specialized treatment. Because of these limitations, the general TAM is not 
entirely applicable for asset management use in the ITS sector. 
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The major concern of asset management use in ITS is to support users 
in collecting ITS asset inventory and inspection data, in formulating network-
wide preservation and improvement policies for use in evaluating the needs of 
each site or location in a network, and in developing recommendations for 
identifying projects to include in an agency's capital plan for deriving the 
maximum benefits from limited funds. Additionally, it is important to integrate 
both user convenience, preservation of investment to produce budgetary, 
maintenance, and program policies, and to provide a systematic procedure for 
the allocation of resources to the preservation and improvement of the network 
ITS assets. Some of the major expectations of a typical asset management 
system for ITS are listed below. Specifically the system should: 
• Enable deployment of an ITS Facility Management application capable of 
documenting the wide variety of these system components (assets) that can 
support an enterprise based environment. It should also be compatible with 
the legacy database system as the agencies may need to integrate different 
databases for decision-making purposes.  
• Permit incorporation of the functionality of the telecom systems in ITS facility 
management application with the ability to track electrical systems and 
wireless connectivity. Telecom facility management products are designed to 
document communication network assets but are designed to support the 
type of assets used in ITS subsystems such as camera, radar, dynamic 
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message signs, and wireless networks. Therefore such systems must be 
modified for use on intelligent transportation systems. 
• Ensure that the asset management application is capable of tracking physical 
and logical connectivity (defined as connections within the cable with logical 
fibers defined as a circuit activated on physical fibers within the network) 
through the network and provide the user with a simple method to follow 
circuits from the origination point to the termination point.   
• Augment the ability to track communication circuits to assist with managing 
circuit utilization. Cable complements or cable counts must be summarized in 
a typical ITS asset management system. Cable complements provide an easy 
method to follow circuits from the origination point to the termination point, 
resulting in useful information. Cable complements are the time-tested 
standard format used by telecommunication companies to manage complex 
cable networks. Cable complements provide sheath-count information as well 
as:  
 cable sheath data such as actual cable length, year installed, direction to 
the regional traffic management center (RTMC), total strand quantity, and 
conductor type;  
 cable sheath-count position;  
 optical fiber circuits;  
 fiber origination location and patch panel position; and  
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 other fiber data, such as reserved fiber reference information, idle fiber 
(splice through from other cables but not activated), and dead fiber (not 
spliced to other cables).  
• Provide the ability to manage equipment rack space and a means to quickly 
identify equipment placements and to associate the facility management 
applications with the communications equipment to a specific equipment site 
(e.g., RTMC or communications shelter), the equipment location (row or bay 
within the equipment room), the specific equipment rack, and the equipment 
position within the rack.  
• Provide the ability to link items such as detailed as-built drawings, typical or 
detail drawings, and pictures to graphical features within the product. Utilizing 
this functionality to manage as-built drawings will save the organization time 
by providing quick access to the most current information available for a 
specific item or location.  
• Provide the organization the ability to manage the occupancy of both fiber 
optic and electrical conduits supporting the ITS field equipment. Provide the 
ability of facility management applications to identify individual conduits and 
multi-cell (inner duct) associated with a multi-conduit system, as well as 
associates a fiber optic cable to a specific conduit or inner duct.  
• Provide the ability to associate access points to conduits and link access 
point details to the feature. Access points consist of splice vaults and pull 
boxes and provide access to the fiber optic and electrical conduit subsystems. 
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Access point detail drawings (butterfly or lay down drawings) provide specific 
information about the facility including structural information, duct assignment, 
splice-case placements, and a location map. These drawing files should be 
linked to the feature for quick reference.  
ITS organizations need the ITS Facility Management application to 
identify the location of fiber breaks or cuts. The application must trace logical 
fibers and optical circuits, highlight the damaged network features, and present 
a fiber trace span detail listing all connected features.  
The ITS application needs to have the ability to store actual loss data to 
allow for electronic storage of test results that will allow the system to edit or 
make changes to fiber optic cable features stored in the system. Some 
changes may result from emergency restoration caused from cable cuts. 
Emergency repairs can require the placement of new splices or the insertion of 
new cable segments to complete a repair. 
In general an asset management tool for ITS should have the capability 
to make the system more efficient and cost effective with greater performance 
capability. These capabilities will help an organization managing their assets in 
a more systematic way and will facilitate access by authorized personnel.   
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
ITS consists of field devices, including telecommunication and 
information systems, and various subsystems. These subsystems consist of 
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large complex cable networks, electronics and communication devices, 
wireless networks, radar, cameras (close circuit television known as CCTV) 
and other field devices. These subsystems and field devices are often replaced 
due to maintenance or required updates and system expansion. A large 
regional ITS infrastructure with various subsystems requires the proper 
management and integration among the subsystems in order to make them 
perform effectively and efficiently. Otherwise, the quality of the ITS system will 
be substantially degraded requiring more time to troubleshoot the system, 
increase the frequency of interruptions, and raise operating costs. ITS facility 
management can help with these issues and assists in a timely manner to 
expand and rearrange the system’s performance to a desired level.  
A web based asset management system will be most effective as it will 
allow instantaneous access to the database. It will also allow immediate 
updates of the database that will keep the database more useful. ITS facilities 
require an asset management system which will compile information regarding 
the entire network’s asset. This will help in managing the assets, maintaining 
and operating the system, and in decision making about expansion and 
rearrangement. One of the major requirements for the asset management tool 
is its capability for deployment in the enterprise-wide environment. Most 
agencies need this flexibility for their system as they often need access to the 
same database for planning and decision making purposes. 
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There is no doubt that an asset management (AM) system is an obvious 
requirement for the ever-expanding ITS systems. The support of an expanding 
and changing ITS infrastructure requires the selection of an appropriate asset 
management system that satisfies users’ requirements. An evaluation of 
available ITS asset management system would facilitate the adoption of these 
systems by public agencies. In particular, a web based asset management 
system with the capability of supporting enterprise based environment would 
be desirable for the decision makers possessing ITS systems. 
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), evaluated three 
applications supporting asset management for ITS and determined that the 
NexusWorx fiber management tool for Intelligent Transportation system (FMT-
ITS) would best serve their need for managing the ITS features. NexusWorx 
was found to have more capabilities than the other two applications to support 
ITS asset management.  Basically introduced as a geospatial solution for the 
telecommunications and utility industries, NexusWorx was later customized for 
the ITS asset management (FDOT, 2006). However, there is a need to 
evaluate NexusWorx as a representative of customized ITS AM system for its 
suitability in the enterprise based environment in contrast to Enterprise based 
GIS systems and general data management systems such as Microsoft 
Access. Enterprise based GIS with some plug-ins to support ITS asset 
management could be a viable alternative to customized ITS AM systems as 
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most agencies already have deployed Enterprise based GIS tool. Microsoft 
Access could serve as a data management system when only data inventory is 
of interest. 
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
This focus of this study was the evaluation of a customized ITS AM 
system in addition to other potential alternatives for ITS. NexusWorx, a 
representative of customized ITS asset management system previously known 
as FMT-ITS, was evaluated along with Enterprise based GIS and Microsoft 
Access. This study encompassed the following three objectives:  
• Development of requirements for an ITS asset management system for 
efficient planning, design and operations. 
• Development of a case study depicting ITS assets for a wireless 
communication network. 
• Evaluation of an ITS asset management system in contrast to an 
Enterprise based GIS system and a widely used data management 
system.  
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis synthesizes the research conducted through a literature 
review, and analysis to support research objectives. The remaining parts of the 
thesis are organized as follows. Chapter Two concerns a literature review, 
which synthesizes relevant studies on traditional asset management in 
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transportation, various models for transportation asset management and asset 
management approaches for ITS. Chapter Three discusses the research 
methodology utilized to evaluate a web based customized ITS AM system next 
to an Enterprise based GIS options and typical data management system. 
Chapter Four provides the evaluation outcomes and Chapter five presents the 




2. CHAPTER: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Asset management is a strategy to cost effectively managing 
transportation systems that incorporate operation, maintenance and renewal of 
new facilities in a systematic manner. Transportation systems consist of 
different components and divisions, such as highways, pavement, airports, 
waterways, bridges, and intelligent transportation systems. In order to manage 
the assets of a transportation system, it is necessary to consider the system as 
a whole.  Asset management is an integrative management process that is 
developed for individual divisions of transportation systems, such as pavement 
management, highway management or bridge management.  Still there is a 
room for improvement of the entire system by coordinating different divisions. 
In this respect, asset management not only focuses on the incorporation of the 
areas of transportation but it also allows for a multi-year perspective to achieve 
the goal of asset management for the entire transportation system. 
Asset management is defined by the Federal Highway Administration 
(1999), as “a business process and a decision-making framework that covers 
an extended time horizon, draws from costs as well as engineering, and 
considers a broad range of assets. The asset management approach 
incorporates the economic assessment of trade-offs among alternative 
investment options and uses this information to help make cost-effective 
investment decisions” It is clear that asset management is a multi-disciplinary 
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field where it blends the knowledge of the engineers, planners, decision-
makers and even economists to achieve the goals of developing an efficient 
and systematic management system.   
Generally, the transportation industry consists of expensive 
infrastructure which requires maintenance over a period of time. Furthermore, 
infrastructure maintenance requires efficient management for decision making, 
repair, installation, and renewal of infrastructure components (AASHTO, 2009). 
Identification of these processes became one of the major challenges for the 
management of the transportation industry with financing as the major 
constraint to consider. Without adequate financing, it is not possible to 
maintain the system in a timely and appropriate fashion. This is where asset 
management can play a critical role in managing and maintaining the system in 
an efficient and effective manner to meet the needs of the future. Such a 
system will allow the maintenance of the assets throughout their life cycle. 
Proper management will facilitate the allocation of future expansion and 
development of assets. 
Local and federal agencies responsible for transportation infrastructure 
such as federal administrations, municipalities, Council of Government 
(COGs), Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPOs), and Department of 
Transportation (DOT’s) should understand the present and future conditions of 
their assets.  
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According to the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 
statement 34 FHWA (2000), “GASB requires that governments maintain an 
inventory of infrastructure assets including a condition assessment at least 
every three years, and estimates of the annual amount needed to maintain the 
assets. These requirements are intended to identify disinvestment in public 
infrastructure assets. GASB also requires that the government agency 
document that it is providing sufficient maintenance effort to preserve 
infrastructure assets”. The FHWA (2000) statement basically emphasizes that 
all local and state agencies should begin to report the values of their assets to 
the government and to accomplish this agencies should have a systematic 
asset management process which will enhance the reporting system.  
Presently, engineers and decision makers are facing the challenges of 
managing transportation system assets throughout the world. plans and 
strategies should be made to avoid the limitations of inadequate funds and 
resources that will result without proper management. The best way to do is 
through the asset management approach. An asset management system has 
the potential to handle current and future challenges of managing and 
integrating transportation applications (AASHTO, 2009).  
2.1 ASSET MANAGEMENT FOR TRANSPORTATION 
For more than a century, building a new facility or constructing a new 
roadway was the major response to meet the increasing demand of the 
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transportation industry (AASHTO, 2002). Billions of dollars have been spent 
toward these efforts, but now operation and maintenance issues have became 
paramount as the infrastructure has begun to age. The transportation industry 
needs a systematic and cost effective approach to maintain and operate 
existing and future infrastructure. 
The industry has no choice except to adopt a modern, system-wide 
approach to maintain and operate the current infrastructure. Considering that 
asset management is a new concept, especially in the transportation industry, 
a system wide approach to coordinate and develop this type of management is 
very important. The understanding of these concepts of asset management 
also varies between decision makers and organizations, thus making 
implementation more difficult (AASHTO 2002). Engineers can play a significant 
role in overcoming this obstacle by developing a systematic approach that 
seeks inputs from policy makers, field personnel, budget and accounting 
officers and planners.   
Asset management can be applied to any type of management system. 
To better understand these diverse transportation divisions, it is essential to 
define transportation asset management. According to the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation (AASHTO) Officials', 
Subcommittee on Asset Management, transportation asset management is a 
strategic and systematic process for operation, maintenance, upgrade, and 
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expansion of physical assets effectively throughout their lifecycle (AASHTO, 
2006). Transportation asset management also focuses on business and 
engineering practices for resource allocation and utilization. This focus 
enhances the decision making process based on quality information and well 
defined objectives. It is evident that AASHTO gives significant emphasis on the 
maintenance of the assets to make it efficient, and serve their purposes in a 
better way throughout their life cycle. The goal of transportation asset 
management is to achieve the satisfaction of the users throughout the lifecycle 
of the infrastructure by providing the desired level of services in a cost efficient 
manner. 
This research is mainly focused on surface transportation asset 
management which consists of the roadway, pavement, bridge, highway, traffic 
operations infrastructures, and intelligent transportation system components. 
These surface transportation components comprise an expensive 
infrastructure.  This infrastructure requires proper management and planning if 
future expansion and operation hopes to achieve the user’s desired outcome.  
Since surface transportation infrastructure is administered by a 
significant number of diverse transportation organizations, there is an urgent 
need for an integrated and coordinated approach to manage all of the available 
resources. It also requires a robust plan to meet the future demands of the 
users while at the same time managing the limited resources available 
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according to Larson et al. (2000).  This raises the issue of managing available 
resources in an efficient and organized manner to maximize the user’s 
satisfaction. In order to meet these requirements the managers of the 
transportation system need to provide more attention to managing the huge 
infrastructure already in place. If these existing facilities are not managed in a 
systematic way, it will be difficult to meet the future demand on the 
infrastructure. Therefore, maximizing the benefits of a management system 
has become an absolute must to maintain and operate the present and future 
assets of surface transportation.  
The transport system consists of several divisions, and each division is 
made up of various facilities and assets.  All the assets of a division are subject 
to decay and deterioration with time and as a result these divisions require 
significant attention to manage their assets. However, these assets are very 
different from each other and require varying approaches to manage efficiently.  
2.1.1 Road and Highway Asset Management  
The USA interstate highway system compared to other countries is 
complete and capable of providing coverage to the whole nation. Therefore, 
prevention, maintenance and operation of the existing roadway system are 
more important than building new roadways. According to Better Roads 
Publications (2000), the nation’s focus has been shifted to cost effective asset 
management process in order to maintain, operate, expand or allow for the 
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timely replacement of the existing highway system.  The authors of Better 
Roads Publications (2000) also emphasized the distribution of proper 
resources and planning ahead to achieve these goals. Engineering knowledge 
along with the management, operation and planning for the assets to meet 
future demand is the key feature for maintaining the current transportation 
infrastructure. Typically, the assets consist of highways, pavement, vehicles, 
and construction resources as well as human resources.  For proper 
management, analysis of the cost, performance and the consequences of past, 
present and future conditions are the major issues for asset management 
systems. 
2.1.2 Pavement Asset Management   
 Pavement asset management is another major division of roadway 
asset management. Pavements are subjected to rapid wear and tear as most 
of the pavements are used on a regular basis. With the intention to provide 
users a desired level of service; a comprehensive maintenance and 
operational strategy are required in a timely fashion. 
In order to make this strategy a reality, AASHTO (2000) prioritized and 
identified the investment areas by considering budget constraints.  AASHTO 
also proposed a peer exchange approach for pavement asset management 
systems. This approach involves sharing knowledge with peers in order to 
evolve new technologies and programs such as software for effective asset 
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management programs. In addition to this, they also proposed other guidelines 
to develop various procedures to obtain reliable information. These guidelines 
will strengthen pavement links with maintenance and operations. 
Implementation of pavement management tools will utilize program and 
technologies for future planning of the agencies. In this aspect, the approach 
will also have the capability to support the decision making process by using 
different engineering applications to address the pavement asset management 
for present and future requirements. According to Dewan and Smith (2003) 
asset management reports can be prepared from local agency pavement asset 
management system as one of the major components of asset management is 
documenting asset inventory and their condition. Dewan and Smith(2003) has 
claimed that this reporting scheme will help the pavement management 
agency to attract the attention of taxpayer and lawmakers,  which will 
eventually provide the agency adequate funding to maintain their assets at a 
desirable state.  
2.1.3 Bridge Management 
Bridges are one of the most expensive pieces of infrastructure that make 
up the surface transportation system. Recently, bridge management systems 
are getting more attention. At the time of placement it was typically assumed 
that the bridges would serve their life cycle sufficiently without much repair and 
renewal work. Most of the maintenance work for the bridges were ignored or 
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avoided and due to the increased traffic, the existing bridges need to be 
maintained to prevent rapid deterioration. The enormous cost associated with 
the building and maintenance of these bridges makes bridge management 
critical and only a proper asset management system can address these issues. 
Recently, Godzwon (2004) stated that an effective bridge asset management 
strategy focuses on treatment strategies, deterioration modeling, present and 
future cost modeling, life cycle cost analysis, bridge inspection, budget 
analysis and allocations. The application of modern technologies like GIS plays 
a crucial role in achieving bridge asset management strategies. Furthermore, 
the strategy for emergency management and adequate planning should be 
conducted in advance. Additional care and steps should be taken to enhance 
the rehabilitation and retrofitting which will ensure the usefulness of the bridges 
throughout their life cycle. The bridge management strategy should confirm 
timely repair and maintenance to avoid major reconstruction. Regular 
inspections of bridges are an important bridge management strategy that can 
play a vital role in the early detection of damage or needed repairs. The 
inspections should be integrated into a proper monitoring schedule of the 
overall bridge condition. In addition to this, emphasis should be given to the 
analysis of cost, life cycle costs and the ease of prioritization of budget funds 




2.1.4 Maintenance of Assets 
 Preservation of assets is one of the major tasks in managing the 
assets of any industry. Most of the agencies have changed their focus to 
maintain the resources rather than building new facilities. In this way, agencies 
cope with the demand of traffic and travel. Maintenance and repair will keep 
the facilities effective throughout their life cycle and improve their performance 
as well. Previously, various studies have been performed on transportation 
management systems to observe the effect of maintenance on this process as 
mentioned by Purvis (1999). This process also integrates the maintenance 
work of different facilities and is tested for the improvement of the overall asset 
management system.  
In the past, bridge maintenance programs were considered a very 
expensive process and often ignored. Today agencies pay more attention to 
managing and making the bridges effective throughout their anticipated life 
time. A study by Purvis (1999) showed that it will be beneficial if preventive 
maintenance management can be integrated into a traditional bridge 
management system. The author also described the factors that should be 
considered in developing cost effective preventive maintenance decisions for 
the maintenance of bridges. In addition, it is necessary to develop some 
modifications in traditional bridge management systems that will allow 
implementing the preventive maintenance successfully. 
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Similarly, Small (2000) demonstrated an integrated approach for the 
management of bridge and pavement asset management systems. This study 
illustrated the necessity of an integrated approach for coordination among the 
different divisions rather than individual asset management systems. Given the 
variety of challenges for typical asset management systems, a major 
administrative issue is budget allocation. Tools and an appropriate framework 
for the decision makers are required for them to efficiently allocate funds.  A 
framework for decision makers was presented by Small (2000) that shows how 
to develop the basics that will reflect the decision variables for comprehensive 
and integrated asset management for transportation assets. 
 Zhang and Gao (2008) presented a robust optimizing process 
applicable at the project level for maintenance budget planning. They showed 
that proper planning of the maintenance budget at the project level can 
eliminate substantial uncertainties that are most common and often 
responsible for failure to support the maintenance of the facility.  They 
presented an approach to estimate the future budget for an optimal 
maintenance and repair of pavement by using a robust optimization technique. 
They claimed that the robust optimization method is computationally traceable 




2.2 DIFFERENT MODELS FOR ASSET MANAGEMENT 
Asset management is a very complicated process as it involves 
personnel and input from different and diverse backgrounds. There have been 
a lot of studies for developing models to support asset management for 
different divisions of transportation systems. Some studies considered single 
divisions and some models integrated various divisions together in order to 
provide a better decision support system for budget allocation, maintenance, 
and overall asset management systems.   
Performance measurement of infrastructure and overall maintenance 
minimization of the system is another vital part of an asset management 
system. Durango-Cohen (2006) developed a framework based on time series 
analysis to predict the performance and to optimize the maintenance of the 
infrastructure. The author claimed that in developed countries most 
infrastructures reaches its lifespan and needs repairs and maintenance, but 
limited budgets become a major constraint. Therefore, an optimization in 
maintenance and repair is essential. Considering these facts the author has 
proposed a framework to support the resource allocation efficiently. This 
framework shows how inspection technology can be effective on minimizing 
the overall life cycle cost of infrastructure. Based on the condition of the asset 
and the cost forecasting, proposed framework can guide the maintenance and 
repair decisions for transportation facilities. 
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Different agencies are considering integrating different asset 
management systems and sharing a common database. This is mainly 
because of scare resources and its proper allocation. If all the agencies are 
integrated, then it will be easier to make maintenance and repair decisions 
based on the overall condition of resources and assets and then prioritize 
them. Often it becomes cost effective to do a secondary asset management 
task with a primary one. For example, while conducting bridge maintenance it 
is often easier and effective to conduct pavement maintenance simultaneously.  
Gharaibeh et al. (1999) has developed a methodology for a prototype for 
integrating highway maintenance activities. They have used Geographic 
Information System (GIS) based software for integrating different highway 
infrastructure data and maintenance priorities. The authors also have shown 
through a case study with integrated pavements, bridges, culverts, 
intersections and signs using their existing database and maintenance 
priorities. The case study results showed that integration was useful for the 
highway agencies. The authors have shown that integration of different 
highway infrastructure components at network level and project level along 
with higher coordination and comprehensiveness is more efficient and useful 
for agencies. GIS was used for the integration, spatial query, and analysis with 
visualization capabilities for better decision making.  
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Over time and with the demand for the increasing future travel needs, 
asset management became an important sector of the transportation industry. 
There was also an urge to integrate asset management into a common and 
easily assessable manner. Recently, Hall et al. (2005) showed that an 
enterprise based spatial data integration of the legacy system could be one of 
the best tools for decision support, planning and operation of transportation 
systems.  It has the capabilities to allow the existing transportation assets to 
generate the space for future modifications. According to the authors most of 
the agencies have different databases in various formats and are not 
integrated.  Hall et al. (2005) have different identifiers and referencing systems 
as well. This situation creates a significant impediment for the decision making 
process and complicates locating spatially based information. Hall et al. (2005) 
further used a main frame database system to integrate different databases 
using ArcInfo and building a node-link system. This system assumes that 
physical location that will be the same even if the milepost is changed or 
modified. They also suggested using the Spatial Database Engine (SDE) from 
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) for better accessibility of 
spatially related information. 
With the modernization of information technology systems, there is 
consideration for the transportation agencies to move the database and asset 
inventory to an easily accessible location such as the internet and intranet. 
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Since many of the different agencies are required to use the same database 
for different purposes, it is even more important to have an online system or 
web based system suited to their needs. The main benefits of web based 
systems will be 1) ease to access, 2) ease to manage, and most importantly 3) 
they can be run on any computer with a web browser and an internet 
connection. Previously, Ozbay and Mukherjee (2001) have presented a web 
based expert geographical information system (GIS) developed as a prototype 
for the incident management decision support system (DSS). The study 
showed that using Java and Web enabled GIS system has the potential to 
provide flexible and cost effective information dependent ITS systems such as 
traveler information and incident management. The authors also claimed that 
this web based system can significantly enhance the real time incident 
management decision support system. 
Financial reporting can play an important role in the profitability analysis 
for the transportation infrastructures and eventually enhance the asset 
management of the system. Gifford and Stalibrink (2000) have presented the 
importance of enterprise based financial reporting for transportation asset 
management. They proposed two approaches for the financial analysis. The 
approaches are 1) benefit cost analysis and 2) productivity studies for the 
transportation infrastructure. They focused on enterprise based financial 
reporting that has the potential to facilitate profitability analysis. These 
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analyses will help guide in managing public assets for which the analysis was 
performed. Enterprise based reporting systems were considered to be useful 
for the analysis of the contribution of an entity which may not arise with historic 
financial reports. Currently, historic financial reports detail the justification of 
raising money as well as where and how it was spent. With enterprise based 
reporting system, individual entities profitability will be highlighted along with 
entities who have historic reports, and the decision making procedure will be 
easier for transportation asset management.   
Traditionally, benefit cost analysis has been the most commonly used 
economic analysis to select or prioritize projects.  Since some benefits or costs 
are difficult to be quantified and converted into monetary value, multi-criteria 
decision analysis can serve a better role in these situations. Sinha and Li 
(2004) have shown a methodology for multi-criteria decision making in highway 
asset management systems. They proposed the methodology to be used for 
the trade-off involved in the decision making process for different projects. This 
methodology can be used for the project selection under risk and uncertainty. 
Furthermore Sinha and Li (2004) have shown a step by step procedure for a 
multi-attribute utility model analysis for highway assets and developed utility 
functions for each highway asset management program.  Additionally Sinha 
and Li (2004) have shown how to make the decision to select the best highway 
asset management program based on the trade-off analysis. 
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2.3 ASSET MANAGEMENT FOR ITS 
Asset management for ITS is still a new concept in the transportation 
industry. Within a short time ITS has played a great role in the improvement of 
the overall performance of transportation operations with higher efficiency, 
safety and better performance. Due to ITS’s fast growing nature with a variety 
of system components, asset management for ITS is gaining importance and 
attention from public agencies. Despite this fact, very few studies have been 
conducted addressing ITS asset management systems. 
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), (2006) has evaluated 
three systems for ITS facility management. The three customized tools for ITS 
asset management were OSPInSight, FiberTrak  and FMT-ITS (NexusWorx). 
FDOT study showed that after comparing these three systems FMT-ITS is the 
most suitable for meeting the requirements of FDOT. FMT-ITS (i.e., 
NexusWorx) was introduced as a geospatial solution for the 
telecommunications and utility industries and later on was customized for ITS 
asset management. 
2.4 SUMMARY 
The transportation system is complex and has various functional 
divisions to fulfill the need for travel. As the systems grew, their components 
became so large that an appropriate management system became essential. 
The system has very different divisions along with various assets and they all 
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need different approaches for management. Over time asset management 
systems have developed for each division, including pavements, bridges and 
roads. Through these divisions, many methodologies have evolved for proper 
management of these assets as well as the integration of these divisions. 
However, ITS is relatively new in the transportation industry and it is a rapid 
growing division of the transportation system with a variety of components that 
has made asset management for ITS even more critical. Also, with a number 
of ITS asset management systems available, it is difficult to select the right one 
and the decision making becomes even more challenging with non-quantifiable 
requirements. Multi-criteria decision analysis has the potential to address this 
by providing the flexibility to consider quantifiable as well as non-quantifiable 




3. CHAPTER: METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter discusses the methods employed to achieve the objectives 
of the study, to evaluate ITS asset management systems for managing ITS 
assets. The methodology consists of four major steps as shown in Figure 3.1.  
The first step involves setting the requirements for developing the evaluation 
criteria for an ITS asset management system. The second step involves 
conducting a case study of a wireless system with different network designs 
that will facilitate future deployment.  This step focuses on the network design 
for different wireless systems as an alternative to existing wired communication 
systems. In the third step, an evaluation of ITS asset management systems, 
including NexusWorx, Enterprise Based GIS and Microsoft Access, is 
conducted.  To assess the capability of the three systems to meet the defined 
requirements, each system was individually evaluated and rated accordingly to 
their performance.  Finally, the last step involves the evaluation of the three 
systems using multi-criteria decision analysis. Quality deployment function 
analysis was used to support the findings of the multi-criteria decision analysis 
with visual representation of system capabilities and deficiencies of the 
system. A multi-attribute utility model was used to perform multi-criteria 









3.1 DEVELOPING REQUIREMENTS FOR ITS ASSET MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 
The requirements were set based on previous work (Zhang and Gao 
2008, FDOT 2006, Hall et al. 2005, NCHRP 2000, Larson et al. 2000, Small 
2000, Gharaibeh et al. 1999) including information from the literature review.  
State agency officials from the South Carolina Department of Transportation 
(SCDOT) were also interviewed. The literature review helped to develop the 
basic understanding of the approach to address the ITS asset management 
requirements before the officials from the SCDOT were interviewed. Traffic 
engineers and Traffic Management Center (TMC) operators from SCDOT were 
interviewed. The engineers and operators also provided the research team 
with a better understanding of the assets that are typical of current ITS 
systems and helped to address future expected needs as well. The questions 
included in the survey are shown in Appendix A. 
3.2 CASE STUDY 
Currently, most ITS surveillance systems are using an established wired 
network for communication. Most of the agencies surveyed are spending a 
significant amount of money for leasing a wired communication network 
because they don’t have their own infrastructure to cover the demand. Due to 
the cost for leasing, the agencies have started to find alternatives to wired 
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communication systems to minimize their expenditure and need a system they 
can own and operate.  
 Many agencies are considering deploying wireless systems for ITS 
traffic surveillance systems as a cost effective alternative to the leased wired 
communication system. Thus there is a strong possibility that the wireless 
system might be a part of the overall network system. For wireless 
communication system coverage area range and bandwidth are the major 
limiting factors, thus the wireless device locations are important.  Network 
design allows the identification of controller (base station or HUB) locations 
that will be suitable for meeting the coverage area range and utilizing the 
bandwidth effectively. For efficient deployment of a wireless communication 
system, network design is very important. At present there is no such wireless 
system deployed in the study site. To address this, a case study for network 
design was performed and this case study fed into evaluating ITS AM systems 
(step three in figure 3.1). 
One of the major reasons behind network design is to minimize the cost 
associated with the deployment of wireless communication systems and to 
achieve the maximum efficiency from the network. Two wireless systems, WiFi 
and WiMax, are being considered as future communication systems with Mesh 
and Infrastructure based topologies.  The network was designed for both 
topologies and wireless options as these could be a component of the total 
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traffic surveillance system along with the fiber connections. The network 
design will help to deploy the different wireless topologies in the evaluation of 
the ITS asset management system. 
3.2.1 Network Design for WiFi and WiMax 
The study site is located in Spartanburg, South Carolina and was studied 
for both WiFi and WiMax wireless communication systems. A case study was 
conducted to identify the components of the wireless infrastructure needed to 
support the traffic surveillance system. Key components of the infrastructure 
also varied based on the topology and network system.  
While designing the wireless traffic surveillance system for WiFi, some 
assumptions had to be made. The study begins by determining the exact 
location of the cameras. The locations determine the distance between each 
camera since wireless connections can cover only a limited range. The 
bandwidth required to support the devices over the required distances is also 
crucial. Grouping, also called ‘clustering’, is conducted based on the bandwidth 
and the radio range to support the devices (camera, radar and dynamic 
message signs). The number and location of wireless groupings then allow a 
reduction in fiber cable connections which ultimately minimize the number of 
access points (controller location). 
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3.3 EVALUATION OF ITS ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
The evaluation of ITS asset management systems was conducted based 
on the requirements identified earlier and points learned from the case study. 
Three groups of systems were selected to be evaluated based on selected 
criteria such as visualization capabilities, data management, user interface, 
enterprise capability, learning curve and costs. Three systems represented by 
1) ITS customized system, 2) an Enterprise based GIS system and 3) a typical 
database management systems were evaluated. NexusWorx, Enterprise 
based GIS (SDEGIS) and Microsoft Access were respectively chosen to 
represent these groups. Once the systems were selected, the criteria were 
applied. Based on the test results (step three) an evaluation was performed to 
see whether they could meet the requirements of an asset management 
system for ITS. Evaluation was based on two different scenarios in terms of 
communication network. They are Existing Network (Wired Communication 
System) and Proposed Network (Wireless Communication System) 
There is a strong possibility that ITS deployment agencies sooner or 
later will include wireless communication systems as a part of their ITS 
surveillance system. The asset management systems that are currently based 
on wired communications will be required to support the wireless network at 
that point. While evaluating asset management systems, these scenarios also 
need to be checked. In this study the wired communication network was 
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evaluated as the existing network. Currently the study site doesn’t have any 
wireless communication networks deployed. In order to incorporate this issue, 
a network design of the wireless system is presented as a case study (step 
two).  
To start the evaluation measures of effectiveness (MOEs) were selected 
to evaluate the applications. Selection was based on the requirements of the 
ITS asset management system determined from the interviews. The MOEs 
served as the evaluation criteria as well, and all the applications were tested 
against these MOEs to fit into the multi-attribute utility analysis model. Figure 
3.2 shows the MOEs selected for the project. The MOEs are broadly classified 
into two categories and each category was broken down based on the 
individual criteria’s involvement with each category. Based on those MOE’s, a 
test to evaluate all three systems with each criterion was created.  The 
systems were then tested (step three) for ITS asset management. Based on 
the test evaluation of the systems they were rated. This rating was fed into the 
multi-attribute utility model as the value of the attributes and the relative 
importance of the MOEs were taken into consideration. The relative 
importance of the MOEs is reflected through the relative utility value of the 
attributes for the multi-attribute utility model. The relative utility was determined 
based on a survey taken by Department of Transportation (DOT) Personnel 
including ITS engineers, database managers, and GIS experts. 
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Figure 3.2 The MOEs for the Evaluation of NexusWorx 
 
3.4 EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT GROUPS OF ASSET MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM AVAILABLE FOR ITS 
The goal of this study is to find a system that will manage ITS assets in 
an efficient, cost effective and more convenient way. Since ITS systems 
consist of different devices and systems such as cameras, radars, variable 
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message signs, and wireless and wired communication systems, it becomes 
challenging to manage the network with traditional asset management 
systems.  
 The three systems; Nexuswrox, Enterprise Based GIS, and Microsoft 
Access as representative of three groups of ITS asset management system 
were evaluated to determine their relative compatibility to meet the MOEs. The 
evaluation was performed by using a test based on the MOEs and a relative 
rating of each alternative.  
3.4.1 The Evaluation Team Development 
An in-house evaluation team was developed considering the fact that 
team members should have exposure to all three systems. The team members 
attended a workshop on the NexusWorx for the ITS asset management after 
NexusWorx was selected as one of the ITS asset management system and the 
criteria for evaluation was set. All the members had some related course 
knowledge of GIS and have worked with GIS systems for various projects. 
Members were proficient in the use of Microsoft Access. Also for GIS 




3.4.2 Study Site Selection 
The site selected for the test is located on I-85 near Spartanburg, South 
Carolina. All the information for the study site was collected from South 
Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) using as-built drawings of the 
study site. The as-built drawings contained all necessary information regarding 
ITS devices. A sample of an as-built drawing is shown in Figure 3.3, which 
depicts the study site with the ITS devices The highlighted portion in Figure 3.3 
shows the study area that includes one HUB (router or similar device that 
connects many other devices or computers to a single computer), nine 









3.4.3 Test Plan Development 
 For each MOE, an individual test was planned. The test plan was 
based on the site selected for the project study site and the research team 
performed the tests for each MOE separately and then ranked the system. The 
main objective was to develop a complete ITS asset management plan for the 
selected site and observe whether the three softwares can perform the asset 
management functions for ITS. Based on their performance in the tests, a rate 
was assigned to each system for each MOE, and then used in the multi-
attribute utility model analysis to find the utility values of each MOE. In addition 
to this, once research team has rated the systems, these ratings were 
validated and confirmed with Clemson University Enterprise based GIS 
specialist. 
3.4.3.1 Visualization 
Visualization was considered one of the major factors for ITS asset 
management. It plays an important role in decision making through visual 
observation and interpretation of a scenario. The visualization capability covers 
map viewing capability, visual representation of spatial query, visualization of 
fiber trace, connectivity of fibers, the ITS customized symbology for enhanced 
visualization, and wireless network visualization.  ITS customized symbology 
refers to the customization of a system to support the ITS assets and its 
associated attributes. Personnel from different fields need standardized 
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symbols and icons to clearly distinguish and recognize different ITS devices 
and components.  
3.4.3.1.1 Map Viewing Capability 
The three systems were tested based on their capability to manage a 
geographic location system.  A point with known coordinates was entered into 
the system to evaluate how the system located the point and displayed it on 
the map.  Accurately locating data points was considered a prerequisite for 
data visualization.   
3.4.3.1.2 Spatial Query  
The systems were assessed in their ability to translate into a visual form.  
Multiple queries were conducted based on factors such as attributes and 
location. The results were compared among the three systems and rated 
based on their performance. 
3.4.3.1.3 Fiber Trace and Visual Connectivity of the Fibers  
  The systems were tested to determine their ability to follow a 
physical fiber’s path along the network.  It was also important to determine the 
visual display of the network with the fiber path and its connections to other 
devices.   
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3.4.3.1.4 Customized ITS Symbology  
 Each system was checked to determine what customized symbols and 
icons useful in ITS applications were provided.  The capability of the symbols 
and icons to represent specific devices and structures were also assessed.  
3.4.3.1.5 Wireless Network Visualization  
The ability to visualize detailed wireless networks was determined. An 
important factor is the simplicity of the display of the network because it can 
allow a quick and easy understanding of the entire network. Each system was 
checked to see whether it had the specific tools to visually represent the 
wireless network.  Then each system was judged to see how simply the 
network was displayed. 
3.4.3.2 Data Management and Applicability 
  Data management is an important issue for all asset management 
systems and it is extremely important to ITS asset management. Additionally 
the presence of a recovery system was considered to protect against system 
failures of the data storage components. 
3.4.3.2.1 Data Recovery and Retrieve  
This focuses on the recovery system of the database in case of failure. 
The method of data storage and the reliability of the data storage network were 
judged for each system. 
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3.4.3.2.2 Single Administrator Control 
 This is the capability of having a single administrator who validates 
all the field updates before they become final. This is considered important 
when there is a concern that database changes from low priority users (such 
as field users, technicians etc.) might not be correct. Therefore, an 
administrator is responsible to validate the updates before they are become 
permanent. For each system the ability to possess single administrator control 
was judged and rated. 
3.4.3.3 User Interface 
User interface focuses on easiness of system access and workability. 
The level of simplicity and speed of the system to allow the user to perform a 
specific task is considered in this MOE. 
3.4.3.3.1 Ease of Use of the Software  
This addresses the ability to manage ITS assets efficiently assuming that 
a user is proficient in the use of that software.  Each system was judged based 
on the requirements needed to be an effective user. Another important factor 
that is considered in ease of use is learning curve.  Learning curve can be 
described as the time required to become proficient with the use of the 
software effectively. This MOE was tested based on how much time is required 
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to be proficient with the systems. The time was measured for a user to become 
proficient with each of the systems. 
3.4.3.3.2 Customized Import Functionality 
 This is the capability to import files in different formats such as 
shape files, as-built drawings and AutoCAD files without having to reformat the 
database. Each system was judged based on their capability to import and 
support different forms of import files. This MOE was divided into two groups 
and those are straight out of the box import functionality and another is 
supporting user specific customization. For straight out of the box 
customization can be enough to support the user need. But users require the 
flexibility to customize the imported attributes into effortlessly useable format. 
For this MOE both cases were evaluated; the effectiveness of the existing 
straight out of the box capability was tested as well as the capability to support 
user defined import customization. 
3.4.3.4 Remote Access  
Remote access is important especially when multiple agencies are 
sharing data in order to integrate different transportation divisions for more 
efficient management and budget allocation. Remote access covers the 
capability to access the system via the web, conduct field updates/usage of the 
system, and the restricted data access capability. Restricted data access 
means that all the users do not have the same privileges to modify the data. 
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Defined upper level users should be able to edit and view the database and 
maintain full access of the database. Users that only need to view the data 
should be allowed limited access capabilities.    
3.4.3.4.1 Web Based  
This can be described as the capability using a web browser to access 
the system instead of being forced to install the software on each individual 
computer. Each system was evaluated based on whether it had full capabilities 
when accessed via the web.  
3.4.3.4.2 Field Updating /Usage  
This specifies the ability to update the database from the field or add 
new data entries from a field location. Each system was evaluated based on 
whether it could be edited and updated from a field location.  
3.4.3.4.3 Restricted Data Access Capabilities  
This accesses the ability to have “read only” or “read/write” formats for 
different users. The capability was tested by attempting to view the database 
only (read only) for some users, and to view and edit the database (read/write) 
privileges for other users. 
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3.4.3.5 Enterprise Capability  
This MOE implies the capability of a system to support multiple users at 
the same time and allow simultaneous access to the database that is saved in 
a central location. Each system was evaluated based on its ability to be 
accessed simultaneously from different computers to check the enterprise 
capability of the system. 
3.4.4 Testing the Systems 
The research team judged each of the systems based on the developed 
test plan to justify whether they can support the requirements of an ITS asset 
management system. The test performed for each system was based on the 
selected study site and the ITS devices, and different communication systems 
(wired and wireless). The test covered the wired network and different wireless 
networks (WiFi and WiMax) since wireless is becoming an emerging 
application for ITS traffic surveillance systems. 
3.4.5 The Rating of the Systems 
 The research team allocated a relative rating based on the 
performance of the three systems to satisfy the asset management 
requirements in terms of measures of effectiveness. The system that does not 
possess the capability for a selected MOE is rated 0. The system having the 
capability and meeting all the needs associated with a specific task and that is 
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best suited to achieve the goal is rated as 5. Once, research team had the 
initial rating based on the test, Clemson University GIS experts were consulted 
to validate ratings. Two types of evaluations were performed: 1) considering 
the system capabilities only and 2) considering the system capabilities with 
cost of the systems. In Table 3.1, shows the rating scale that was used for the 
system rating is presented. 
Table 3.1 Rating Scale for the Systems 
Rating Significance 
0 Does not have the capability 
 1 Has the capability but not very good 
2 Satisfactory 
3 Good 
 4 Very Good 
5 Excellent 
 
3.5 MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY MODEL ANALYSIS 
A simple, clear-cut comparison between the customized ITS AM system 
and other alternatives were not possible. A typical benefit cost analysis might 
not reflect some of the basic qualities of an asset management system for ITS. 
Some of the components are difficult to quantify and for this reason a simple 
benefit cost analysis will not be able to reflect the overall performance of an 
alternative. Multi-criteria decision analysis incorporating these components and 
quantifying them in terms of utility value is an appropriate technique to address 
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this kind of situation. The multi-attribute utility model is used with the evaluation 
rating of the three systems to help choose the best alternative. Three 
alternatives were used for the decision support analysis and those three 
systems for ITS asset management were evaluated by the research team. 
The multi-attribute utility model follows the steps shown in Figure 3.4. 
The goals were first identified, and then the measurement of effectiveness 
(MOE) needed to accomplish those objectives was assigned. The MOEs are 
those previously selected for the evaluation of ITS asset management system. 
The multi-attribute analysis considered two scenarios: 1) only considering the 
system capabilities and 2) considering system capabilities as well as the costs 
of the systems. The alternatives are defined for which the analysis is to be 
performed. Finally, the multi-attribute utility model is applied to help select the 




Figure 3.4 The Process for Multi-Attribute Utility Model 
 
3.5.1 Finding the Goals 
The goal of this study is to select the preferred alternative that will be 
cost effective and will meet the system capability requirements for ITS asset 
management system.  
3.5.2 Selection of MOE 
 The selected MOEs were those best suited to evaluate the three 
competing systems. Two types of analysis were considered, one based on the 
system capabilities and another based on system capabilities along with cost 
considerations to observe the effect of cost for decision making. Again, cost 
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might not be considered as important as the system capabilities for systems. 
Because if a less expensive system does not satisfy the system requirements 
then it will not be deployed no matter how cost effective the system is.  The list 
of the MOEs that will be used for the multi-attribute utility analysis are listed 
below: 
1. Map Viewing Capability 
2. Visual Representation of Spatial Query  
3. Visualization of Fiber Trace  and Connectivity of the Fibers 
4. Customized ITS Symbology for Enhanced Visualization 
5. Wireless Network Visualization 
6. Data Recovery and Retrieval Strength 
7. Single Administrator Control 
8. Ease of Use of the Software 
9. Customized Import Functionality (out of box) 
10. Customized Import Functionality (supporting user specific customization) 
11. Web Based Applicability 
12. Field Update/Usage Support 
13. Restricted Data Access Capabilities 
14. Support to Enterprise Environment 
15. Cost of Personnel 
16. Cost of Software 
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17. Cost of Operation and Maintenance 
For the analysis based solely on system capabilities, MOEs from 1-14 
were used, whereas 1-17 were used for the analysis where system capabilities 
and the costs were both considered. Costs considerations involved MOEs that 
assessed the cost of using the three different systems. 
3.5.3 Defining Alternatives 
 The alternatives are the systems to be evaluated stated in the 
previous section. The alternatives for ITS asset management system are listed 
below: 
• NexusWorx (a representative of customized ITS AM system) 
• Enterprise Based GIS (a representative of GIS based ITS asset 
management system) 
• Microsoft Access (a representative of typical database management 
system) 
Nexuswrox is considered to be an alternative because it represents a 
customized ITS asset management system. The Enterprise based GIS is 
considered because the users of the ITS asset management systems will be 
from mostly DOTs and public agencies.  This is a reasonable alternative since 
most agencies already have an Enterprise based GIS system for several other 
types of projects and tasks and through some additional plug-ins it could be a 
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potential ITS asset management tool.  Microsoft Access was considered an 
alternative because it is a well known database management tool. 
3.5.4 Multi-Attribute Utility Analysis 
 The multi-attribute analysis consisted of several steps. First, the 
rating of each MOE was assigned based on the evaluation of the three 
alternatives from the case study. The assigned ratings are considered to be 
the performance ratings of each MOE. Each MOE had a utility value from the 
survey responses. A utility equation was developed for each alternative, and 
the analysis was conducted based on the utility and the performance rating of 
the MOEs.  The most suitable alternative was selected based on the results. 
After the first analysis the multi-attribute utility analysis was performed on the 
two communication network system scenarios presented earlier: existing 
(wired) and proposed communication network (wireless) system. 
3.5.4.1 Assigning Utility Values of the MOEs 
The utility values of the MOE’s were extracted from the results of a 
planned nationwide survey.  The survey is presented in Appendix A. The 
survey was taken by personnel from DOTs and other government agencies. 
They rated these factors on a scale of 0-10 based on their perception of the 
importance of each factor in an asset management system for ITS.  The higher 
the ranking the more important the factor was. Once the survey was completed 
the data was transformed into the utility values of the factors adding up to 1.  
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For the analysis where only the system capabilities were considered, the utility 
component contains 14 MOEs according to equation 3.1. The utility for the 
analysis where the system capabilities and the costs were considered consists 
of 17 MOEs according to equation 3.2.  





3.5.4.2 Multi-Attribute Utility Analysis 
The overall utility for each alternative was calculated using equation 3.3 
for the analysis of only the system capabilities. Equation 3.4 was used for 
calculating the overall utility for the analysis where both the system capabilities 
and the costs were considered.  










PR1 = Performance Measure of Visualization Quality of Map Viewing Capability  
PR2 = Performance Measure of Visualization Quality of Spatial Query 
PR3 = Performance Measure of Visualization Quality of fiber trace and 
connectivity of the fibers 
PR4 = Performance Measure of Visualization Quality of Customized ITS 
Symbology Quality for Enhanced Visualization 
PR 5 = Performance Measure of Visualization Quality of Wireless Network 
Depiction   
 PR 6 = Performance Measure of the Quality of Data Recovery and Retrieval 
System 
PR 7 = Performance Measure of the Quality of Single Administrator Control 
PR 8 = Performance Measure of the Quality of Ease of Use of the Software 
PR 9 = Performance Measure of the Quality of Customized Import Functionality 
(straight out of the box) 
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PR 10 = Performance Measure of the Quality of Customized Import 
Functionality (supporting user specific customization) 
PR 11 = Performance Measure of the Capability to Support the Web Based 
Application 
PR 12 = Performance Measure of the Capability to Support Field 
Updates/Usage 
PR 13 = Performance Measure of the Capability to Restrict Data Access  
PR 14 = Performance Measure of the Capability to Support Enterprise 
Environment 
PR 15 = Performance Measure of the Capability to Minimize the Cost of 
Personnel 
PR 16= Performance Measure of the Capability to Minimize the Cost of 
Software 
PR 17= Performance Measure of the Capability to Minimize the Cost of 
Operation and Maintenance 
MUA = Total Multiple Measure Utility of Alternative ‘A’ 
Ui = Utility of the ith utility 
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3.5.5 Selecting the Best Alternatives 
 Based on the overall utility, the best alternative was selected. The 
alternative with the maximum overall utility will be the system that best meets 
the asset management system’s requirements. 
3.6 QUALITY DEPLOYMENT FUNCTION ANALYSIS  
It is important to evaluate the ITS asset management tool in contrast to 
the customer requirements and the technical properties. This is best done 
using a quality deployment function analysis. In this study the ‘House of 
Quality’ method was used to reflect the customer preferences against the 
technical properties. This is an alternate approach to evaluate different options. 
This approach presents the evaluation in a visual form that is quick and easy to 
compare different options. It reflects the customer requirements and the 
interaction between this and the technical properties. In the end, it reflects the 
desired properties of the system for a specific task. Moreover, it is easy to 
indicate, visually from the house of quality matrix, which of the alternatives is 
best meeting the requirements.    
The house of quality matrix included customer requirements, technical 
requirements, a planning matrix, an interrelationship matrix, a technical 
correlation matrix, and a technical priorities/benchmarks and targets section. A 




Figure 3.5 A sample template for House of Quality 
 
3.6.1 Customer Requirements 
 The customer requirements came from the survey that was made 
for the multi-attribute utility model analysis for the utilities of the attributes. The 
utilities also came from the same survey.  
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3.6.2 Technical Requirements 
The technical requirements are those MOEs that the research team has 
already evaluated during the evaluation of NexusWorx, Enterprise based GIS 
and Microsoft Access. Those are the properties that a typical ITS asset 
management system will need.  
3.6.3 Planning Matrix 
After identifying the customer requirements and the technical 
requirements, the next task is to develop the planning matrix. The planning 
matrix reflects the comparison of the NexusWorx with the other two systems.  
It shows how well the NexusWorx meets the requirement compared to the 
other two systems. The matrix shows the weighted importance of each 
requirement that the NexusWorx and other systems intend to fulfill. In this 
study the customer ratings are done on a scale of 0-10. Finally an overall 
performance measure for the systems was done based on the customer 
ratings and the weights of each of the MOE.  
3.6.4 Interrelationship Matrix 
The main function of the interrelationship matrix is to establish a 
connection between the customer’s system requirements for an ITS asset 
management system and the performance measures that will be required for 
improving the systems to a desired level. The first step in constructing this 
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matrix involves obtaining the opinions of the consumers which was done in a 
form of a survey to identify what they need from a system for ITS asset 
management.  
3.6.5 Technical Correlation Matrix 
Performance measures in existing designs often conflict with each other. 
The technical correlation matrix, which is more often referred to as the Roof, is 
used to aid in the development of relationships between customer 
requirements and product requirements and identifies where these units must 
work together. Otherwise they will be in a design conflict. The following 
symbols were used to represent what type of impact each requirement has on 
the other. These symbols are then entered into the cells where a correlation 
has been identified. The objective is to highlight any requirements that might 
be in conflict with each other. 
+ P os itive 
  - Negative 
3.6.6 Technical Properties and Target 
This is the set up of the benchmark to which the system needs 
improvement to achieve the objective that is managing the ITS assets 
efficiently. The technical properties matrix uses specific items to record the 
priorities assigned to technical requirements. It also provides a technical 
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performance achieved by the other systems that are compared and the degree 
of difficulty in developing each requirement. The final output of the matrix is a 






4. CHAPTER: ANALYSIS  
 
This chapter shows the analysis of the network design for different 
wireless technologies and topologies.  Additionally, this chapter presents the 
results of the multi-criteria decision and quality deployment function analyses 
utilized in the evaluation of potential ITS asset management systems. 
4.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR ITS ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
The requirements, for an ITS asset management system, developed 
based on survey responses from state agencies and literature review are 





Table 4.1 The Requirements for an ITS Asset Management System 
Criteria Description 
Enterprise Capability 
The application should work in an enterprise based 
environment. 
Security 
The application should contain a reasonable security 
system. 
Standard Format 
The database should maintain a standard format for the 
asset attributes and should be compatible with legacy 
systems. 
Expansion Capability 
Future modification and expansion of the ITS features 
and assets should be easily accommodated and 
updated. 
User Friendliness 
The application should be easy to use and maintain also 
the time required to be proficient with the system. 
Field Usage and Changes 
The system should support the usage from field 
locations and updates. 
Remote Access 
Various agencies should be able to access, and extract 
data from the application for planning, operating and 
maintaining ITS features. 
Basic Reporting and Printing 
Capability 
It should provide the basic capability of reporting and 
printing maps, and databases. 
Data recovery 
In case of loss of data the system should have a data 
recovery system. 
Cost of the System The system should be cost effective. 
 
4.2 CASE STUDY FOR COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 
ITS applications are typically consist of very complex systems with a 
variety of assets that include communication components, and traffic control 
and management devices. Communication network is one of the key 
components because most of the functionality of a traffic management system 
depends on the real time data collection, data processing and decision making. 
Currently wired communication systems are used for most ITS 
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communications. Transportation agencies have started evaluating cost-
effective wireless communication alternatives for supporting ITS applications.   
In order to address the potential use of wireless technology, this study 
performed a case study to develop and design a wireless communication 
system for a study site currently supported by wired system.  The proposed 
wireless network was also used to evaluate ITS asset management systems 
considered in this study.    
The study site consists of a traffic surveillance system in Spartanburg, 
SC with 18 close circuit television cameras (CCTVs) wirelessly connected. 
Here the CCTV locations were considered as nodes in the network design. 
These CCTVs are located on I-85 as shown in Figure 4.1. The distance 
between each node is calculated in order to form sub-networks (clusters) so 
that each node is within radio range of the wireless coverage area. The 





Figure 4.1 Traffic Surveillance Devices in Spartanburg, South Carolina 
 
An example of calculating the distance between nodes 13-18 is shown in 
Table 4.2 for a WiMAX network design based  on the WiMAX network shown 
in figure 4.2. In this table the difference in distance between nodes 13 to 18 is 
limited to two miles due to radio range of coverage area. Data from the South 
Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) was used to locate the nodes 
so that the distance between them could be calculated. Using Table 4.2, the 
highlighted distances associated with node 15 were deemed suitable as 
access point for base station. Node 15 was selected because it has the lowest 




and also because the average distance between nodes is close to the 
minimum average distance for WiMAX coverage range. 
 
Figure 4.2 WiMAX Network Design for the Traffic Surveillance Devices in 













Table 4.2 Example of the Calculation of Distance between Nodes (in miles)  
for WiMAX 




































































4.2.1 WiFi Infrastructure Network 
The WiFi infrastructure model is shown in Figure 4.2. It divides the 
eighteen nodes into ten clusters based on the communication range of 1 mile 
in diameter for WiFi. Some clusters have two or three cameras, while others 
only consist of one camera. Within each cluster, only one traffic camera is 
connected to the fiber drop. The camera connected to the fiber drop sends 
information collectively for all the cameras within the cluster. For example in 
Figure 4.3, CCTV 25 of cluster 6 will send the information of CCTV 25 and 
CCTV 26 to the HUB through the fiber connected between CCTV 25 and HUB. 
Each cluster would have its own fiber optic access, so in total there are 10 fiber 
drops needed for this scenario. Each camera is assumed to be equipped with 
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a Cisco 1410(3) wireless access point, which has built-in directional antennae. 
The typically used Cisco 1310 models lack built-in antennae so additional 
















Figure 4.3 WiFi Infrastructure Network for Spartanburg, South Carolina 
 
4.2.2 WiFi Mesh Network 
The WiFi mesh model is shown in Figure 4.4, and divides the eighteen 















clusters and two groups of three sub-clusters.  Mesh clusters were selected 
based on their WiFi range (<.4 miles) and assuming that the base station will 
have omni-directional antennae.  Within each sub-cluster, one pre-selected 
traffic camera collected video information from other cameras within its sub-
cluster. The pre-selected traffic camera transmits all information from its 
respective sub-cluster to the next sub-cluster. The next sub-cluster repeats the 
process until the information reaches the fiber drop. Instead of having fiber 
connections for each cluster, there is only one fiber drop for each mesh group, 
shown as the star in Figure 4.3. In the ad hoc network, each camera is both 
receiving and sending data from/to neighboring sensors and requires two 
directional antennas for each camera. The authors assumed a Cisco Aironet 
1524(9), which has two built-in directional antennas, instead of having two 
Cisco 1400 radios. This minimized the equipment cost. In this scenario, a total 
of three fiber optic Internet connections and eighteen Cisco AirNet 1524 Series 
Wireless Bridge (Cisco) required for the proposed network. 
Table 4.3 The Summary of the WiFi Network 
Architecture 
Infrastructure  
( Non Ad hoc) 
Mesh  
( Ad hoc) 
Technology WiFi (802.11g) WiFi (802.11g) 
Number of Client Radio 18 18 




Figure 4.4 WiFi Mesh Network for Spartanburg, South Carolina 
 
4.2.3 WiMAX Infrastructure Models 
 The traffic surveillance devices in Spartanburg, SC were divided 
into four sub-networks each containing a maximum of five nodes within 2 miles 
of each other as shown in Figure 4.5. In this scenario, there would be a total of 
four fiber optic Internet connections required, and eighteen WiMAX radios. 
Within each cluster, one traffic camera sends traffic video information to 
the fiber system. There is no connection between groups of cameras. Each 
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cluster would have its own fiber optic access, so there are 4 fiber drops 
needed for this scenario. Each camera is equipped with a Cisco 1410(3) 
wireless access point, which has a built-in directional antenna. The overall 
network design is summarized in Table 4.4. 
  
Figure 4.5 WiMAX Infrastructure Network for Spartanburg, SC 
 
4.2.4 WiMAX Mesh Network 
 The WiMAX mesh model is shown in Figure 4.6, and it divides the 







divided into three mesh clusters. Each node in the cluster would have its own 
Motorola WiMAX base station, receiving and forwarding data from the other 
nodes.  
  
Figure 4.6 WiMAX Mesh Network for Spartanburg, SC 
 
 For this case study the access point locations with Internet access 
were chosen to minimize this maximum hop-count (the number of information 






connections required, and eighteen Motorola WiMAX base stations. Table 4.4 
summarizes the WiMAX network design. 
Table 4.4 The Summary of the WiMAX Network 
Architecture Infrastructure 
 ( Non Ad hoc) 
Mesh 
 ( Ad hoc) 
Technology WiMAX(802.11g) WiMAX (802.11g) 
Number of Client Radio 18 18 
Number. of Fiber drops 4 3 
 
The wireless network design was considered as planned deployment for 
communication system.  The study site selected does not possess any 
wireless communication system at present but the future plan includes the 
option for introducing wireless system. The network design presented in this 
section was utilized for the evaluation of different ITS asset management 
systems in the following section. 
4.3 EVALUATION OF ITS ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
NexusWorx was selected for evaluation as a representative system for 
customized ITS asset management tool. The GIS based system was chosen 
because some public agencies might have already adopted Enterprise based 
GIS for different usages, such as site suitability analysis and data inventory. 
Access, which is widely used as a data management system, was also 
selected as a potential ITS asset management tool.   
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The systems were evaluated by comparing the relative performance of 
each with regard to meeting the requirements set for an ITS asset 
management system. The research team, which consisted of the author and 
two other students, evaluated the three systems based on the selected MOEs 
and then rated them according to their performance. Then ratings were also 
consulted with GIS experts at the Clemson University and South Carolina 
Department of Transportation. The MOEs were categorized into two distinct 
groups based upon their characteristics. These included the systems technical 
capabilities to support asset management tasks and system cost.  
4.3.1 Evaluation Based on System Capabilities 
The system capabilities were rated based on their relative performances 
to achieve the requirements of an ITS asset management system. A scale of 
0-5 was used to rate the systems for each MOE. The system received a 0 if 
the requirement could not be met and 5 when it could meet the requirement 
completely. The three different asset management systems were also 
evaluated in terms of their licensing fee, operation and maintenance costs. The 
comparison of the NexusWorx, Enterprise based GIS, and Microsoft Access is 
shown in Table 4.5. The MOEs that are related to system capabilities were 
evaluated through research based on the case study of a proposed wireless 
network integrated with existing wired communication network and ITS assets. 
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ITS assets included camera, radar, HUB, DMS etc. The following sub sections 
address the evaluation outcomes. 









Capability 3 5 0 
Spatial Query 5 5 0 
Fiber Trace and 
Connectivity of 
the Fibers 
5 5 0 
Customized ITS 
Symbology 5 5 0 
Wireless Network 










3 5 1 
User 
Symbology 
Ease of Use of the 









3 5 0 
Remote 
Access 
Web Based 5 3 2 
Field 
Updating/Usage 5 5 0 
Restricted Data 






5 5 1 
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1(Straight out of the box) 
2(Supporting user specific customization) 
4.3.1.1 Visualization 
NexusWorx and Enterprise based GIS have similar capabilities to 
support map viewing and spatial query visualization, however Microsoft Access 
is not able to support these functions. Depicting fiber trace and representing 
connectivity in a visual form, NexusWorx has customized tools to perform this 
fiber connectivity and tracing function. Enterprise based GIS does not have 
any customized tools to perform fiber connectivity and tracing, however with 
some plug-in tools this objective can be achieved in GIS.  
Customized ITS symbology is a very important feature for any ITS asset 
management system because it allows standardized icons and tools for ITS 
system components. This also allows the icons to convey the same meaning 
throughout agency and between personnel involved with ITS assets. 
NexusWorx has a built-in ITS customized symbology and in Enterprise based 
GIS with some additional plug-ins this customization can be performed.   Along 
with the plug-ins, the icons and tools for ITS assets need to be standardized in 
Enterprise based GIS.  
Wireless network visualization is important in ITS asset management 
system. Currently the case study area doesn’t consist of any wireless 
networks. Based on that case study, the ITS asset management systems were 
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tested and evaluated to observe whether they can support this capability or 
not. NexusWorx supports wireless network visualization completely but 
Enterprise based GIS again will require modifications and customized codes to 
support this requirement. For Enterprise based System existing in the public 
agencies it was assumed that these modifications will be performed effortlessly 
utilizing existing GIS expertise.  Microsoft Access doesn’t have any means to 
support fiber trace and connectivity of fibers and ITS customized symbology 
and wireless network visualization. 
4.3.1.2 Data Management and Applicability 
Data recovery and retrieval is important in an asset management 
system. In case of system failure or lost data, recovery is paramount. A 
centralized database system is vital in such a case where all the users share 
the same database and it is stored centrally so that every user does not need 
to backup the data. NexusWorx and Enterprise Based GIS support this 
function; Microsoft Access will require some additional improvement to utilize 
this function completely.  
Another important issue is when multiple users are accessing the same 
database, there is a possibility that the data will be overwritten. Due to this 
issue the system has to have an administrator to validate the data before it 
gets updated. Using this protocol will enable data validation and the probability 
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of having errors in the database will be minimized. All systems need to modify 
the database updating principle to address this requirement. 
4.3.1.3 User Interface 
Ease of use refers to the user friendliness of the system, which includes 
how much effort is required to understand and use the functions of the system 
for ITS users. As NexusWorx has specifically customized and ITS user 
focused system it is more user friendly than other systems but enterprise 
based GIS system will be friendly as well with customization. Microsoft Access 
is not suitable or applicable to handle all the typical requirements of an ITS 
asset management system. Learning curve is a very important issue because 
if the system requires a lot of time and effort to be able to proficiently use the 
system then eventually it will be hard to implement. NexusWorx is a simple ITS 
asset focused system so the average personnel with a little exposure to this 
system will be able to efficiently use the system. In general GIS is a complex 
system and more training is needed than NexusWorx to develop an expertise. 
But in an Enterprise based GIS system the time requirement is very low if the 
system is effortlessly customized for ITS asset management. Microsoft access 
is a relatively easy system regarding the time requirement to be proficient to 
use the system compared to NexusWorx and Enterprise based GIS. 
This MOE is divided into two categories; exisiting system straight out of 
the box and the other one that will support the user defined customization. 
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Customized import functionality for straight out of the box will allow the system 
to use that data in a variety of formats because often the input data is in 
various formats rather than one single type. This capability is essential when 
the system is required to import the database from other sources and create a 
whole new database.  It is much more efficient to use existing data formats 
used by an agency. NexusWorx and Enterprise based GIS supports a variety 
of import file/data types but Microsoft Access does not have this capability. 
NexusWorx supports all the required variety of import file types that is required 
to support and Enterprise based GIS also have similar functionality if straight 
out of the box system is considered. Customized import functionality for 
supporting customer defined customization provides the flexibility to users so 
that they can add the database into their desirable format. For supporting user 
defined customization Enterprise based GIS will be able to support this MOE 
but NexusWorx will require adding this functionality on top of the existing 
system. 
4.3.1.4 Remote Access 
Most agencies prefer a web based system because it requires less 
software components and easy access from anywhere with a simple internet 
connection. NexusWorx is a web based system and Enterprise based GIS 
might require the system administrator to put the software into the central 
network to allow a web based accessible system.  Field updating is important 
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during maintenance work or while upgrading ITS assets. NexusWorx and 
Enterprise based GIS both will be able to support this criteria however 
Microsoft Access will not be capable of meeting this requirement. While 
updating or accessing a database there should be a hierarchical system. This 
implies that not everyone will be able to edit or update the system but 
everyone should be able to access the database. Both NexusWorx, and 
Enterprise based GIS with some modification of the system, will be able to 
support this access control function. Microsoft Access will not be able to 
support this. 
4.3.1.5 Enterprise Capability 
In many instances, users may need to use the system simultaneously. 
Most recently developed systems have an option to address whether multiple 
users can access the system simultaneously or not. NexusWorx is an 
enterprise based system and Enterprise based GIS also has an enterprise 
version SDEGIS, so they completely meet this requirement of an ITS asset 
management system. Microsoft Access fails to meet this requirement. 
4.3.2 Cost Evaluation  
The cost evaluation was performed based on the actual cost of the 
systems. These costs were then converted into relative rating values to be 
used in the multi-attribute utility models. The costs of the systems are 
summarized in Table 4.6 and 4.7.  NexusWorx cost components were obtained 
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from the vendor of the NexusWorx. The cost of Microsoft Access was not 
considered as this system was base line and only studied for the system 
capabilities. Cost for SDEGIS came from ESRI. The personnel and operation 
and maintenance cost were obtained by consulting with local agency. In Table 
4.6 the personnel, licensing and operations and maintenance costs were 
presented as capital cost and annual cost. The cost components were then 
converted to annual costs as presented in Table 4.7.  
Table 4.6 Annual and Capital Costs for Different Options 
Cost 
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1 yearly salary of $60,000-$80,000 
2 20 users each $3,000-$4,000  
3 a inflation rate of 3% for a 5 year period with a capital cost of $180,000-$200,000 
4 a inflation rate of 3% for a 5 year period with a capital cost of $40,000-$60,000 and 
an annual cost of $10,000-$15,000  
5 a inflation rate of 3% for a5 year period with a capital cost of $100,000-$300,000  
6 it is 20% of license cost for software licensing fee 
7 yearly salary of $40,000-$60,000 
 
 In Table 4.7, different system deployment options with their standard 
price is presented. Price may vary by different factors, such as time of 
purchase and type of contract agreements. For deploying NexusWorx, there 
are two options; vendor hosting and client server setup. In the vendor hosting 
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setup, the database and server are provided and maintained by the vendor 
and the client only needs to purchase the license to use the system for an 
annual fee. The client server setup option has an initial setup cost where the 
agency will own their server and database system and will be responsible to 
maintain the servers. In the vendor hosting, there are two versions editor and 
viewer version. The Editor user has access to all functionality and can be used 
to edit or modify all features and connectivity. The Viewer allows user to 
access to all features except they add or modify features or connectivity. The 
Viewer can be used to perform some attribution edit that allows a user to 
effectively modify device information, such as model number, serial number, 
and installed date. Each editor version costs $3,000-$4,000 per year for 
vendor hosting and each viewer version costs $1,600 per year. In client server 
setup system each editor costs $10,000 (up to 10 users) and $7,000 (up to 20 
users). Each viewer costs $3,500 (up to 10 users) and $2,700 (up to 20 users). 
In this evaluation, it was assumed that 20 users with the editor version. 
Additionally, for client server setup a 20% of total licensing fee will be charged 
as the annual fee for maintenance. For the yearly cost estimation, an inflation 
rate of 3% was used to convert them to present wroth value. Details cost 
information for NexusWorx is attached in Appendix 3. 
 For Enterprise based GIS system, there are two options. First, a 
scenario where an agency does not own its Enterprise based GIS system and 
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has to purchase Enterprise based GIS system and needs to hire personnel to 
operate, maintain and use the GIS based system. This option is expensive and 
an inflation rate of 3% was considered for the personnel, and operation and 
maintenance costs. The cost for the software licensing was found from the 
ESRI and the system costs $40,000-$60,000 for the first year and it will cost 
$10,000-$15,000 from the second year.  Second, in the scenario where the 
agency already own its GIS server and is using the system for other asset 
management purposes and keen to adopt on a centralized database system, 
could eventually add ITS AM system as an additional layer on their existing 
Enterprise based GIS system. For this study Intergraph Corporation was been 
contacting for the standard pricing because at present most of public agencies 
rely on the Intergraph for their utility management purposes and it will be 
integrate able with existing system. They might need to spend additional 
resource s in customizing Enterprise based GIS for managing ITS assets. 
From the Intergraph Corporation the price for software licensing was $5,000-
$15,000 for each license yearly. For this study 20 users were considered for a 
5 year timeframe. 
Based on the cost, a linear approach was used to translate these costs 
into relative ratings for each system. This was done to transfer cost values into 
same scale as of system capabilities so these cost components can feed into 
the multi-attribute utility analysis. Table 4.8 present s the basis converting the 
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cost components into relative ratings and Table 4.9 shows relative ratings for 
each system regarding costs. 
Table 4.8 Cost and Relative Ratings 







Table 4.9 Relative Rating for Costs 
 Relative 
Rating  
NexusWorx Enterprise Based GIS 
Microsoft 







(Add-on to  
Existing 
Setup) 
Personnel  5 5 1.5 5 NA 
Software 
Licensing  2 3 4 1 NA 
O&M  5 3.5 3.5 5 NA 
   
4.4 MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY ANALYSIS 
Multi-attribute analysis involved evaluating alternatives in terms of 
meeting the selected objective of an ITS asset management system. The 
alternatives are: 
• NexusWorx 
• Enterprise Based GIS 
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• Microsoft Access 
4.4.1 Performance Rating for the MOEs 
Table 4.10 shows performance ratings related to different MOEs 
identified through the evaluation of selected asset management systems using 
the case study.  For multi-attribute utility analysis two components were 
required: one is the performance rating for the attributes and the other is the 
utility value of each attribute. The performance ratings were derived from the 




















Table 4.10 Performance Rating for MOE’s 
MOE 








Capability 3 5 0 
Spatial Query 5 5 0 
Fiber Trace and 
Connectivity of the 
Fibers 
5 5 0 
Customized ITS 
Symbology 5 5 0 
Wireless Network 





Data Recovery and 
Retrieve 5 5 3 
Single Administrator 
Control 3 5 1 
User Interface 
Ease of Use of the 
Software  4 3 3 
Customized Import 
Functionality 1 4 4 1 
Customized Import 
Functionality2 
3 5 0 
Remote 
Access 
Web Based 5 3 2 
Field 
Updating/Usage 5 5 0 
Restricted Data 






5 5 1 
1(Straight out of the box) 
2(Supporting user specific customization) 
 
In Figure 4.7, the performance ratings for the MOEs are presented. The 
performance rating was set on a scale of 0-5. In this rating 5 represents the 
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maximum performance of the system that will serve the MOE, and 0 represents 
lowest performance.  
 
Figure 4.7 Performance Rating (PR) for the MOEs 
1(Straight out of the box) 
2(Supporting user specific customization) 
 
0 2 4 6
Map Viewing Capability
Spatial Analysis




Data Recovery and Retrieve
Single Administrator Control
Ease of Use of the Software 




Restricted Data Access Capability
Multiple User Supporting Capability






4.4.2 The Utilities of MOE’s 
The utilities of the MOE’s are based on the rating from survey 
responses. A nationwide survey was conducted and response from VDOT, 
TDOT, MnDOT, NCDOT, SCDOT and WsDOT was received.  Two scenarios 
were considered while performing the analysis and the utilities were assigned 
accordingly. In one scenario, only system capabilities were considered and 
cost was ignored. In another scenario, both system capabilities and cost was 
considered. 
4.4.2.1 Evaluation on System Capabilities 
This scenario evaluated only system capabilities of selected ITS asset 
management system. The utilities related to system capabilities of related 
MOEs add up to 1 under this scenario (Chowdhury and Tan, 2004).  











Table 4.11 The Utilities for the MOE Considering System Capabilities 
MOE Utility (U) 
Map Viewing 0.0714 
Spatial Query Visualization 0.0714 
Fiber Trace and Connectivity 0.0769 
Customized ITS Symbology 0.0678 
Wireless Network Visualization 0.0549 
Data Recovery and Retrieval 0.0733 
Single Administrator Control 0.0678 
Ease of Use 0.0788 
Customized Import Functionality1 
 
0.0733 
Customized Import Functionality2 
 
0.0549 
Web Based System 0.0806 
Field Update and Usage 0.0751 
Restricted Data Access Capabilities 0.0751 
Multi-User Accessibility Simultaneously 0.0788 
Total 1.0000 
1(Straight out of the box) 
2(Supporting user specific customization) 
 
4.4.2.2 Comprehensive Evaluation 
This scenario evaluated system capabilities along with the cost of 
license, operation and maintenance of selected ITS asset management 
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systems. The utility related to the system capabilities along with cost 
component related MOEs add up to 1 under this scenario. 
U1+U2+U3+U4+U5+U6+U7+U8+U9+U10+U11+U12+U13+U14+U15+U16+U17=1 
……………………………………………………………………………Equation 4.2 
Table 4.12 Utilities for the MOE (Considering Costs) 
MOE Utility (U) 
Map Viewing Capability 0.0457 
Spatial Query Visualization 0.0457 
Fiber Trace and Connectivity of the Fibers 0.0492 
Customized ITS Symbology 0.0434 
Wireless Network Visualization 0.0352 
Data Recovery and Retrieve 0.0469 
Single Administrator Control 0.0434 
Ease of Use of the Software 0.0504 
Customized Import Functionality1  0.0469 
Customized Import Functionality2  0.0352 
Web Based 0.0516 
Field Updating/Usage 0.0481 
Restricted Data Access Capability 0.0481 
Enterprise Capability 0.0504 
Cost of Personnel 0.1000 
Cost of Software Licensing 0.1600 




1(Straight out of the box) 
2(Supporting user specific customization) 
 
4.4.3 Total Utility 
Total utility for a system is estimated by multiplying each performance 
rating with respective utility and then summing them up. The following 
subsections present the multi-attribute utility analysis based on system 
capability evaluation and comprehensive evaluation.  
4.4.3.1 Multi-Utility Analysis for Alternatives (Considering System 
Capabilities) 
The multi-attribute utility value determined by considering system 
performance is presented in Table 4.13. Highlighted values represent 
maximum value of utility (U) and performance rating (PR) for each MOE 































Map Viewing Capability 0.07 3 0.21 5 0.36 0 0.00 
Spatial Query 0.07 5 0.36 5 0.36 0 0.00 
Fiber Trace and Connectivity 
of the Fibers 
0.08 5 0.38 5 0.38 0 0.00 
Customized ITS Symbology 0.07 5 0.34 5 0.34 0 0.00 
Wireless Network 
Visualization 
0.05 5 0.27 5 0.27 0 0.00 
Data Recovery and Retrieve 0.07 5 0.37 5 0.37 3 0.22 
Single Administrator Control 0.07 3 0.20 5 0.34 1 0.07 
Ease of Use of the Software 0.08 4 0.32 3 0.24 3 0.24 
Customized Import 
Functionality  
0.07 4 0.29 4 0.29 1 0.07 
Customized Import 
Functionality  
0.05 3 0.16 5 0.27 4 0.22 
Web Based 0.08 5 0.40 3 0.24 2 0.16 
Field Updating/Usage 0.08 5 0.38 5 0.38 0 0.00 
Restricted Data Access 
Capability 
0.08 5 0.38 5 0.38 0 0.00 
Enterprise Capability 0.08 5 0.39 5 0.39 1 0.08 
Total 1.00 - 4.46 - 4.61 - 1.06 
 *PR stands for performance rating 
1(Straight out of the box) 
2(Supporting user specific customization) 
 








MUNexusWorx=4.46 Total Utility (for Vendor hosting and Client Server Setup) 
MUSDEGIS= 0.071*5+0.071*5+0.077*5+0.068*5+0.055*5+0.073*5+0.068*5 
+0.079*3+0.073*4+0.055*5+0.081*3+0.075*5+0.075*5+0.079*5 




MUMicrosoft Access =1.06 Total Utility 
 
From the analysis it is clear that Enterprise based GIS performed as 
good as the alternatives in meeting system requirements for an ITS asset 
management system. NexusWorx is the next best system Enterprise based 
GIS behind as an ITS asset management system. Microsoft Access performed 
poorly in the evaluation and it only reflects the base line condition. 
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4.4.3.2 Multi-Utility Analysis for Alternatives (Considering 
Comprehensive Evaluation) 
Both system capabilities and costs were considered in this analysis. The 
total multi utility for each alternative was calculated based on equation 4. Table 






























NexusWorx Enterprise based GIS 
VH CS NS ES 
PR U*PR PR U*PR PR U*PR PR U*PR 
Map Viewing Capability 0.046 3 0.137 3 0.137 5 0.229 5 0.229 
Spatial Query 0.046 5 0.229 5 0.229 5 0.229 5 0.229 
Fiber Trace and 
Connectivity  
of Fibers 
0.049 5 0.246 5 0.246 5 0.246 5 0.246 
Customized ITS 
Symbology 0.043 5 0.217 5 0.217 5 0.217 5 0.217 
Wireless Network 
Visualization 
0.035 5 0.176 5 0.176 5 0.176 5 0.176 
Data Recovery and 
Retrieve 
0.047 5 0.234 5 0.234 5 0.234 5 0.234 
Single Administrator 
Control 
0.043 3 0.130 3 0.130 5 0.217 5 0.217 
Ease of Use of the 
Software 
0.050 4 0.202 4 0.202 3 0.151 3 0.151 
Customized ITS 
Interface 1 
0.047 4 0.188 4 0.188 4 0.188 4 0.188 
Customized ITS 
Interface2  0.035 3 0.105 3 0.105 5 0.176 5 0.176 
Web Based 0.052 5 0.258 5 0.258 3 0.155 3 0.155 
Field Updating/Usage 0.048 5 0.240 5 0.240 5 0.240 5 0.240 
Restricted Data Access 
Capability 
0.048 5 0.240 5 0.240 5 0.240 5 0.240 
Enterprise Capability 0.050 5 0.252 5 0.252 5 0.252 5 0.252 
Cost of Personnel 0.1 5 0.500 5 0.5 1.5 0.15 5 0.500 
Cost of Software 
Licensing 
0.16 2 0.320 3 0.48 4 0.64 1 0.160 
Cost of Operation and 
Maintenance of the 
System 
0.1 5 0.500 3.5 0.35 3.5 0.35 5 0.500 
Total 1 - 4.174 - 4.184 - 4.089 - 4.109 
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1 (Straight out of the box) 
2 (supporting user specific customization) 






MUNexusWorx=4.174 Total Utility (Vendor Hosting System) 
MUNexusWorx= 0.046*3+0.046*5+0.049*5+0.043*5+0.035*5+0.047*5+0.043*3+0.050*4 
+0.047*4+0.050*3+0.052*5+0.048*5+0.048*5+0.035*5+0.1*5+0.16*3+0.1*3.5 
MUNexusWorx=4.184 Total Utility (Client Server Setup) 
MUSDEGIS= 0.046*5+0.046*5+0.049*5+0.043*5+0.035*5+0.047*5+0.043*5 
+0.050*3+0.047*4+0.050*5+0.052*3+0.048*5+0.048*5+0.035*5+0.1*1.5+0.16*4+0.1*3.5 
MUSDEGIS=4.089 Total Utility (New Setup) 
MUSDEGIS= 0.046*5+0.046*5+0.049*5+0.043*5+0.035*5+0.047*5+0.043*5 
+0.050*3+0.047*4+0.050*5+0.052*3+0.048*5+0.048*5+0.035*5+0.1*5+0.16*1+0.1*5 
MUSDEGIS=4.109 Total Utility (In addition to Existing Setup) 
 
For the comprehensive analysis, both NexusWorx and Enterprise based 
GIS were very close to each other. Comparing the cost and system 
capabilities, it was evident that if any agency has an Enterprise based GIS 
system deployed for managing other assets, and then adding a layer on top of 
existing system might be a good choice. However, if any agency does not have 
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an Enterprise based GIS system, then they might choose a customized ITS 
asset management tools or initiate an Enterprise based GIS system.  
4.5 SUMMARY OF MULTI-UTILITY FOR ALTERNATIVES  
NexusWorx was found to be the best choice as an ITS asset 
management system. The analysis reflects that a customized ITS asset 
management system will be more desirable to agencies. However, there is a 
possibility that some organizations already have Enterprise based GIS 
implemented for other purposes and therefore will be attracted to Enterprise 
based GIS and could use GIS with some extra effort to a GIS based system.  
The multi-attribute analysis is summarized in Table 4.15 and the summary is 
graphically presented in figure 4.8.  









 (Total Utility) 
NexusWorx (Vendor Hosting) 4.46 4.174 
NexusWorx (Client Server 
System) 4.46 4.184 
Enterprise Based GIS (New 
Setup) 4.61 4.089 
Enterprise Based GIS (In 
Extension to Existing Setup) 4.61 4.109 























Without Considering Cost Considering Cost












4.6 QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT 
A tool called quality function deployment addresses customer 
preferences, future planning considering the requirements, and setting up the 
target bench mark that will lead to modifying the system design in a manner 
that will be useful in dealing with all the requirements more appropriately while 
making the system cost effective. Figure 4.9 shows the ‘House of Quality’ 
diagram which is a way to graphically represent quality function deployment 
analysis. In this analysis, the customer requirements were depicted from the 




Figure 4.9 The House of Quality for NexusWorx 
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House of Quality basically validated the findings of the multi-attribute 
analysis and demonstrated which system capabilities need to be improved to 
increase the system efficiency. In this research House of Quality shows that 
NexusWorx and Enterprise based GIS satisfies most of the target benchmarks 
and these matches with the findings of the multi-attribute utility analysis. In 
brief, the analysis reflects that a customized ITS system or an existing 
Enterprise based GIS system will be more capable of meeting the goals of 
managing ITS systems. For Enterprise based GIS the assumption was that the 
add-ons required to meet the system capability requirements can be 




5. CHAPTER: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This chapter includes the conclusions derived from this research. The 
latter part of this chapter presents recommendations for utilizing the research 
results and future work in this area.  
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
An ITS asset management system that satisfies the requirements of the 
users is important for efficient online traffic management and control related 
resource management.  This research identified user requirements for an 
effective ITS asset management system and evaluated three different asset 
management systems based on user requirements. A case study was 
developed depicting ITS infrastructure in the Spartanburg area of South 
Carolina. This ITS infrastructure included network design for wireless 
communication subsystems and connectivity between these subsystems. 
Results of the case study were used in the evaluation process addressing the 
future or planned wireless communication infrastructure in addition to the 
present wired communication system. 
A statewide survey was conducted with public agencies throughout the 
country to identify the requirements for an ITS asset management system. The 
survey responses revealed that the capability of the system to perform as a 
web based application and be able to serve multi-users were more heavily 
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weighted compared to other preferences. In addition, visualization, data 
management capabilities, and user friendliness were weighted highly. The cost 
of the system was weighted lower than the system capabilities, which included 
technical characteristics to fulfill requirements of managing ITS assets.  
Three types of systems were chosen for the evaluation. NexusWorx was 
chosen as a representative of a customized system for ITS asset 
management. Enterprise based GIS represented the existing Enterprise based 
GIS system deployed in many public agencies. Microsoft Access represented 
a basic data management system for managing asset inventory and it was 
evaluated as a base line system.  All three representative systems were 
evaluated against the requirements that were identified based upon the survey 
of potential users at state agencies. Systems were rated based on how well 
they met each criterion. If a system required modification or additional add-on 
features for a selected criterion, it was rated low for that particular criterion. If 
the system met the requirement completely for a criterion then it was rated 
high. 
Multi-attribute utility analysis was performed to select the system with 
better performance and cost ratings for managing ITS assets. According the 
analysis, an Enterprise based GIS system was found to provide better utility to 
users, however, caution must be exercised in the results of this analysis. This 
comparison was made with the assumption that the Enterprise based GIS can 
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be added on top of existing system effortlessly utilizing the in-house expertise 
for managing GIS system. An Enterprise based GIS system may require some 
add-ons in the system for some functionality for ITS asset management that 
may not be supported by the in-house expertise. Moreover, in-house or 
external GIS experts may be required for operating and maintaining the 
database. Conversely, access based systems lack basic requirements, such 
as visualization capability. Additionally, they also lack mechanisms to permit 
the addition of such capabilities. 
Quality function deployment analysis was also performed to supplement 
these research findings, specifically House of Quality (HQ) analysis was used 
as the method. This HQ analysis visually demonstrated the utility of different 
asset management systems. 
Many DOTs have been using some type of asset management system 
based largely or wholly on either Access or GIS technology. Based on the 
survey of public agencies and evaluation conducted in this research, it seems 
likely that existing enterprise based GIS systems for ITS asset management 
offers more functionality and has a higher economical value that may appeal to 





The following methodology is recommended for utilizing the results of this 
study: 
• Public agencies should develop detailed requirements for an ITS asset 
management system in consultations with stakeholders. Public agencies 
should acquire and develop the asset management system that satisfies 
these requirements. 
• Public agencies should, while developing the requirements, weight the 
technical properties of a potential ITS asset management system more 
than costs because for managing ITS assets, system capabilities were 
rated as the most important factor by many survey responses. 
• A customized ITS AM systems could be a good choice if an agency wants 
to implement an AM system rather quickly and they do not have an 
enterprise based system and are not willing to invest resources in the 
development of features that satisfies their requirements. 
• If an agency is more willing to adopt an off the shelf system for managing 
ITS assets, then a customized system could be a better choice. However, 
the agency should consider different options for deploying the system, 
such as vendor hosting or setting up client server system. If an agency is 
willing to share system provider’s server and is reluctant to pay the initial 
capital cost for setting their own server, then the vendor hosting will be 
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more appropriate to them. In such situation, long term cost might outweigh 
the initial capital cost and at the same time the agencies can have their 
own secured server.  
• If an agency has an Enterprise based GIS system and they can add ITS 
AM system on top of their existing system then  agency should explore the 
feasibility of adding an ITS asset management module as a part of their 
Enterprise based GIS system.  
• If an agency is willing to invest money to develop a GIS based asset 
management system, then they should investigate the cost and benefits of 
developing such a system. 
• Future research should evaluate the prospect of developing a cost 
effective customized ITS asset management system using an off the shelf 
database management system, such as Enterprise based GIS or 
Microsoft Access, which meets stakeholder requirements. 
• Future work should perform a more exhaustive evaluation of the 
performance of an Enterprise based GIS system against user 
requirements. This may require the participation of multiple GIS users in 
different enterprise environments.  
• Future evaluation should include a customized ITS asset management 
system with open source architecture, which permits system 
modifications, thus obviating the need to rely on vendors to perform such 
tasks to meet any modification to stakeholder requirements.   
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• Future evaluation efforts may include other ITS asset management 
systems, such as Bentley Fiber, OSPInSight and FiberTrak.  
• The future experiments can be done by multiple users with different 
requirements in different sectors of the industry. 
• Future research may focus on integrating the ITS asset management 
system with other existing asset management systems, such as 
pavement, highway, bridge, and tunnel management systems. 
• Future research may also consider different test methods to evaluate the 
system capabilities and may consider other significantly important system 


















1. What would be some of the requirements for the ITS asset management system? 
The Initial Survey Questionnaire for the requirements development 
2. Are you currently using any asset management application for ITS? 
a) If yes-Are you satisfied with the present application? Could you elaborate on the current system? 
b) If No-Are you interested or feel the need for an ITS asset management system? 
3. Do you have any plan to update the present asset management application? 
4. Do you feel that your current system performs well?  Explain. 
















Appendix B  






Appendix C  
Cost Estimation Details for NexusWorx 
Deploying NexusWorx Software Licenses  
 
For deploying NexusWorx on your servers, Byers recommends two physical 
servers—one as the application server and second for database. The required 
3rd party software is Oracle-Enterprise with Spatial 10G (10.2.0.4) 64-bit and 
Sun micro systems Jboss 4.2.3 application server.  Byers is an embedded 
reseller of Oracle Enterprise -Spatial and can provide licenses at an 80% 
discount off of the Oracle MSRP. The price breakdown for the software 
licenses is as follows:  
 
Editor License (Named User):                                  $ 10,000 (each) 
Viewer User (Concurrent User):                                   $ 3,500 (each) 
Oracle-Enterprise 10g with/Spatial embedded use: $   6,500 
(based on minimum of 25 named users)  
 
Annual maintenance is 20% off the software license cost including Oracle, if 
purchased via Byers Oracle ESL agreement. To provide support, Byers 
requires that the customer provide a method for remote access to the servers 
with the minimum ability to conduct webcasts from the server to Byers 











Recommended Detailed Server Requirements  
 
Application Server Database Server 
Number Description Number Description 
1 Quad Core 
Processor 
2 Quad Core Processor 
8 Gig RAM 8 Gig RAM 
1 320 Gig HD 2 320 Gig HD (RAID) 
1 Gigbit Ethernet 1 Gigbit Ethernet 
2 Redundant Power 
Supply 
2 Redundant Power 
Supply 
OS Red Hat Linux v4.6 
Enterprise 64bit or   
Win-2008 Server 
64bit 
OS Red Hat Linux v4.6 
Enterprise 64bit or   
Win-2008 Server 64bit 










Byers’ Implementation Service  
 
Software Setup and Configuration: $6,000 – The cost to set up and 
configure the initial custom application, including custom attributes, themes, 
locates and database scheme modifications, and testing the changes. This is 
higher than our hosted cost because additional considerations must be 
addressed for customer server deployment.  
 
Landbase Load: $1,200* – This estimated cost will vary based on the source 
and size of the digital landbase. Byers is not a reseller of digital landbase but 
can contact, on behalf of our customers, various providers to obtain quotes 
and work with them to assure that the landbase features that are configured in 
NexusWorx are supported.  
 
Onsite Software Deployment: $900 (per day + plus actual travel 
expenses) – This is a required item for the implementation on your servers. 
The cost will cover Byers’ technical support being on site for database set up 
and import, application deployment, user setup and initializing, and system 
admin training. The timeframe will vary based on each customer’s IT expertise 
and knowledge of Oracle Spatial and Jboss tunning.  
End User training: $4,200 (3 day course + plus actual travel cost) – This 
covers the cost for our standard 3 day training course for both Editors and 
Viewers. The 1st day is for both types of users, with the remaining 2 days for 
Editors only. Note: Administrator training is conducted as part of the 
Onsite Software Deployment.  
 
 
Estimated Cost    
 
The following table outlines the typical cost for deploying NexusWorx on your 
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NexusWorx Software Deployment Cost 
     
Description Units Type Unit Cost Cost 
Servers* 2 Per  $     
7,500.00  
 $        
15,000.00  
Oracel Enterprise/Spatial ESL License 25 Per  $         
260.00  
 $          
6,500.00  
Jboss 1   $                  
-    
 $                       
-    
Red Hat Linux- Enterprise Subscription* 2 Per  $         
800.00  
 $          
1,600.00  
     $                       
-    
NexusWorx Editor 0 Per  $   
10,000.0
0  
 $                       
-    
NexusWorx Viewer 0 Per  $     
3,500.00  
 $                       
-    
Starter Package (2 editors, 4 viewers) 1   $   
29,000.0
0  
 $        
29,000.00  
     $                       
-    
Landbase License* 1 Per  $     
1,000.00  
 $          
1,000.00  
     $                       
-    
Byers Onsite Implementation* 4 Days  $         
900.00  
 $          
3,600.00  
Software Setup and Configuration 1 Lump  $     
6,000.00  
 $          
6,000.00  
Landbase Load* 1 Lump  $      $          
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1,200.00  1,200.00  
     $                       
-    
NexusWorx Training 1 Per  $     
4,200.00  
 $          
4,200.00  
     $                       
-    
Travel per day* 1 Lump  $     
2,200.00  
 $          
2,200.00  
     $                       
-    
NexusWorx Maintenance & Support 0.2 %   $     
6,500.00  
 $          
1,300.00  
     $                       
-    
     $                       
-    
Provided By Byers     
* Estimated    Total 
Cost  
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